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ORIGIN

I grew up watching my parents position themselves between two aesthetic communities:

.their past urban community and their present rural community. My mother tells stories of her

Southern Ontario youth. She remembers the attention that my grandfather paid to the appearance

of his lawn, keeping it a lush, dense, shade of green, and grooming it into a perfect diagonal

pattern. She recounts how all of the neighbour's lawns were kept in a similar condition,' and how

many managed to grow vegetables, exotic flowers and fruit, in their sprawling backyards. She .

explains what an excellent seamstress my grandmother was, and that she especially enjoyed the

finicky task of sewing flawless bound buttonholes and pockets. She explains how her mother

made most of the clothes for her and her two sisters, and remembers the colour, material,

detailing and the occasion for which each garment was created.

My father always has stories about spaces. He describes the odd design of his aunt's

house, with a staircase on both ends and so many doors upstairs that some he never even opened.

He remembers how the streets and neighbourhoods of St. Catharines were laid out and how all .

the houses were different but seemed to have a complementary style. He recounts how he and my

mother fashioned their first apartment in Toronto. They painted a bold orange arrow on the

entrance wall; they had a black goat skin rug on the living room floor and purple curtains in the

bedroom. He thought their new pad was the epitome of style.
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They both remember the shock of moving to the prairies in the late sixties, They

describe homes at that time as being modest in design and size, .yards as brown and sparse and

clothing as basic and essential. My mother had to sew her own clothes because the tailored

details that she coveted were not in demand in this part of the country. She could not select what

to grow in her garden on the basis of colour and uniqueness. She had to choose plants that could

withstand the dry windy plains of Alberta. My father shaped the surrounding land according to

the needs of the animals and not to their aesthetic. His attention had to be taken away from the

subtle nuances of architecture and concentrated on putting a working bathroom into their

neglected old farmhouse. They had to acknowledge that the style of life they were accustomed to

in the city had to be rethought for them to be content in the country.

To understand how to fashion their new environment, my parents looked to their

neighbours for guidance. The key to understanding the prairie aesthetic is to observe which

substances the community regards as significant On the prairies value is placed Onto objects

which help the farm. to function. Here, land is the most prized possession. It is nurtured as either

pasture or crop land and in the case of the latter, evidence of precise linear grooming is always

well received. Fences are placed around this land to create boundaries and like every product

there are different degrees of quality and value. Sturdy, white, wood fences hold the highest

status, followed by unpainted wood and at the end of the value spectrum, simple post and barbed

wire. After the land, the animals receive the greatest amount of stylistic attention. Corrals and

barns are fashioned as display cases, exhibiting animals as prized belongings. Vehicles are also a

symbol of style, but the most coveted model is not the little red sports car. Instead it is the large,
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and usually silver, diesel powered half-ton truck. So, after closely observing how rural life is

fashioned, my parents are now able to make the transition from town to country

The origin of my style exists somewhere between urban and rural aesthetics. On the

farm simplicity and functionality are dominating themes, while going to the city provides an

escape from reality with an abundance of styles and possessions to choose from.. Jn my rural

space I am concerned with the appropriate appearance of the animals and the land. I was

introduced to this when, at the age of twelve, I was enrolled in the local 4-H beef club, Through

the club I learned which products and techniques are used in fashioning the appearance of a steer.

The 4-H community had a specific idea of how to groom a steer for show, rewarding those

children that were able to emulate the required style best. I was not very talented at this: our

steers were "poor specimens," with fiery tempers and gnarly hair. No amount of brushing,

washing and spraying could correct these features. My other space, my urban environment,

allowed me to be concerned with my own appearance. I would hover over fashion magazines for

hours, mesmerized by all of the possibilities for transformation. Every garment, tool and product

displayed throughout the pages fascinated me. I would daydream of my next trip to the city where

I could once again try to transform my appearance. Even though my two aesthetic spaces had

conflicting opinions on how to style one's life, it was essential to possess the "appropriate"

appearance to being included in either community.

My aesthetic has been structured by these two communities. On the farm value is placed

on useful things. Aesthetic significance is assigned only to those essential items that keep the

farm functioning. On the other hand the city allows for luxury, It is acceptable to display personal

style with clothing and accessories, and it is not seen as frivolous to pay attention to the look of
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nonessential objects. h is between the separate milieus of rural and urban that I developed what

Michel Foucault terms the "arts of existence". He explains:

What I mean by the phrase are those intentional and voluntary actions by which men not

only set themselves rules of conduct, but also seek to transform themselves, to change
themselves in their singular being, and to make their style into an oeuvre that carries
certain aesthetic values and meets certain stylistic criteria. 1

My location on the prairies taught me that attention should be paid to those items which help life

to function. This is why lam not so interested in fashioning objects that have no application. I am

interested in transforming the objects which style the physical appearance of my animals and my

appearance. However, I do not have the urge to fashion them in the typical utilitarian style of the .

country. The city has also made me yearn for indulgence and luxury in my life. I find luscious,

malleable materials to. be pleasing and in order to transform my appearance and that of my

environment, the objects must be simultaneously functional and frivolous. I take the pleasure that

I receive from the use of the object one step further by transforming it into an object that I also

find visually pleasing. By requiring that every functional item in my life is aesthetically pleasing,

I am making an environment that revolves around my needs and desires, ultimately developing a

place that is designed to fit me.
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APPLICATION

My work is both autofictional and autobiographical. Autofiction is described in a

current issue of Parachute: Contemporary Ans Magazine. The issue focuses on how artists

express autofictional identities. Olivier Asselin and Johanne Lamoureaux, authors of the essay.

"Autofictions, or Elective Identities, "
trace the meaning of the term autofiction:

In literary studies. autofiction is defined. strictly speaking, as works through which authors
create new personalities and identities for themselves. while at the same time maintaining
their real identity (their real name), and, in a wider sense as a hybrid practice situated
between autobiography and the novel. 2

They end up probing further into the origins of the word. to uncover that fiction derived from

"the Latin wordfingere means to imagine, but only in a figurative sense; literally it means to.

fashion or model. tt
3 This term encompasses a central theme in my art practice: the questioning

and investigation of the construction of identity without simply illustrating the time line of

existence. My goal is to use aspects of myself and my domestic environment to create a new and

unique identity. This article was captivating and provided me with another way of explaining my

interest in the malleability of identity. It spoke of self-fashioning and transformation - two

integral aspects of my work.

To me, self-fashioning involves all the possibilities of choosing or imaging who I am.

The choices offer opportunities to transform the appearance of the self. These transformations

that take place at the visual level ultimately affect perception: how others perceive you and how

you perceive others. Style is a visual quality that can set one individual apart from another, while
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at the same time it is a quality that can be shared by a whole community. In a sense, individual

style takes on meaning in relation totbe other. It can be "a fiction that is fabricated within and .

with the self, a fiction that consists of imagining oneself through a process of appropriating

fragments of the other, whether this be the other found within each self, by exploring the self s

own strangeness, or the fragments of others and our surroundings."4 In my art, I am interested in

the transitory place that exists between fashioning-life as an individual and fashioning-life as part

of a community. My goal is to determine whether style choices come from individual wants or if

they are influenced more by the wants of the collective group. I want to know if it is possible to

detach from the essential self and monitor the influences of self-fashioning. Do the decisions I

make in regards to appropriate appearance stem from a desire to please myself or please others? I

am not trying to establish either influence as right or wrong, only to investigate the method by

which I construct my identity.

Andrea Zittel is a contemporary artist that shares a similar interest in self-fashioning and

transformation. Andrea Zittel's Bantam Chicken Project "explores the morality surrounding the

breeding of animals and the desires that motivate people wanting 'improved' new breeds of a

given species.t's She chooses to work with the bantam chicken, because it is a "genetically

malleable miniature chicken, bred for show and decorative purposes." 6 She created specific

breeding units for her bantam chickens, with the intention of producing a new breed of chicken,

one that would eventually regain the ability to fly. Flight is not seen a useful trait in domestic

birds and is usually bred out to make care more convenient It can also be bred out so that the

birds are easier to display as aesthetically pleasing objects. With this work, Zittel is pointing to
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the issues that surround physically transforming a species of chicken from the inside out, namely

those ofpower and ownership.

I agree with Zittel that there is a certain amount of power and ownership that is present

when styling the appearance of animals. I recognize that as humans our obsession with styling

our surroundings to meet our taste is so strong that it can extend beyond styling inanimate objects

and can go as far as styling others. Zittel employs this aspect of human behavior to point to the

"power. and arrogance of human want."7 I, on the other hand, do not quite hold the same point

of view. I recognize that humans can hold aesthetic power over nature; however, I do not agree

that the motive is arrogance, but companionship. As I have mentioned before, style can be a

vehicle to display uniqueness or belonging. I believe that it is the desire to belong, that facilitates

the fashioning of animals. Extension of one's style onto another can help "to overcome the

distance between an individual and his society."8 By sharing our tastes with others we create an

aesthetic community; be it with animals or humans the motive is the same, to create an

environment where one has a sense of belonging. Pets that are bred and groomed for show are an

example of this. Raising a specific breed of animal creates a sense of community on two levels.

The first form of community is created between the animal and the human. The animals needs to

be cared for, and it is up to the human to provide this care. This in turn provides humans with

pleasure: pleasure created through the nurturing itself, pleasure received through affections for

the animal and the pleasure found in transforming the animal into a more beautiful object. In

addition, the animals provide a stable aesthetic community for the human, posing no threat to our

own tastes and aspirations as their style moves parallel to our own. The second level of

community that fashioning animals can create is the community of animal breeders. This is the
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site. where taste is displayed as the animals are used as walking mannequins to showcase the

owner's individnel style. Each animal's appearance is observed and judged on the basis of

appropriate physical traits for that breed. The breeders' community provides a place for

individual aesthetic to take on meaning; for aesthetic value is only recognized in relation to the

other.

I address the values of the show animal community in the series Preparing Huey. The
.

pieces themselves are enlarged prints of gloved hands displaying tools used in showing and

grooming cattle. The hands are not attached to the body.. They float in a layer of wax, looking

almost like translucent signs for improvement products. The images appear to be similar to the
.

grooming products for women, but only those who have experienced the show cattle community

can identify the use of each object. I want the series to point to how individuals are included and

excluded from communities based on their understanding the functional objects of that

community. The art work does this by first creating an exclusive language of status objects,

recognized only by those who belong to the community and second, by displaying the images as

seductive advertisements targeted to outsiders, instructing them on how to transform their

appearance to fit into the community. Gloved, doing hands are repeated in every image.

Disarticulated from the body, they point to how we are unaware of the actions of the hands in

transforming our lives. Work spent on manipulating appearance becomes a repetitive task,

ingrained in our daily routines. The pieces are meant to reference the ideals of a community and

the sharing and instructing of a collective value system. Each piece should seduce and arouse

tactile desire for the object The volume, smoothness and shape of the object creates sensual

attraction, drawing people into the community through the look of the item and not its use.
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Preparing Huey, reinforces that it is possible to desire an item designed for specific use, without

the knowledge of the use. at all. The art work illustrates that,our desire to possess objects stems

from our attraction to the appearance alone.

I further play with the appearance of objects used in transformation by creating

sculptures of grooming accessories. The art objects reference the grooming paraphernalia used on

animals, and imply that both the owner and the animal would find it pleasurable; They appear to

be used to stimulate the skin of the animal. While the fine detailing and luxurious material of the

object imply that a human may also find it pleasurable. The objects are made out of leather and

fur. I use the skin of some animals to groom the surface of others. in hopes of questioning the

acceptability of fashioning life from nature. The moral division between luxury and functionality

has become a point of interest for me. Through my work I create a fictional identity for myself. I

produce objects that can be interpreted as tools that I use in my daily life. These tools

intentionally confront the relationship that we have with animals and criticize the social

acceptability of using animals to create pleasure.

Andrea Zittel also plays with the morality of manipulating animals. She alters the

physical appearance of her bantam chickens by working with the genes that control desired

physical traits. It is desirable for chickens to wear thick coats of vibrant feathers and the

appearance of this plumed garment is controlled through breeding. In contrast, my work takes

place on the surface of objects and animals. In fact, the art objects themselves are nothing more

than surface. Every object and image is hollow, devoid of the "inner" to emphasize the "outer."

Take for example. my sculpture Fowl Chic. The most obvious discernible contrast is in the

chickens themselves. Zittel uses live chickens. fully clothed in their pretty plumes, while I use the
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carcasses of chickens, stripped down to their nubbly flesh. The bare surface of the chicken is

.

where I control the appearance and meaning of the object I re-inject life into the surface of the

bird carcass by posing the chickens in seductive poses and freezing the gesture in wax. The birds

receive a personality and become individualized by my suggesting identity through the pose.

Combining the lush tactile qualities of the chicken's bare skin with a sexualized pose charms the

viewer into also seeing the representation as a desirable object .

My interest in the significance of surfaces was reinforced when I came across an

interview with Richard Shusterman on the topic of "Self Styling after the End of Alt." in

Parachute magazine. The article discusses how contemporary artists transform the surface of

personal objects to point to the construction of their identity. Artists such as Joseph Beuys, Cindy

Sherman, Orlan and Chris Burden are used as examples of how self-styling has become a form of

art. The artists themselves become inseparable from the work. containing aspects of individual

identity in the very material from which the work is created. Generic, mundane surfaces are

injected with value due to the personal meaning of the material to the artist As Shusterman states

with the following, the meaning of these outer surfaces should not go unnoticed:

.. .1 recognize the value of work on body representations and surfaces. I have an

aesthetician's respect for surfaces; we perceive through our sense organs which belong to

our bodily surface, and even our insides are surfaces or sides that are folded in. I resist the

philosopher's obsessively one-sided privileging of depth and interiority. Of course, I also

respect depth (and not just as a complement of surface), but I think that in questing for

depth in art we too often loose sense of the surface. 9

In terms of my work, I point to the significance of surface by making my objects hollow. By

making the surface the only physical layer, I am making the meaning in this layer and not

contained within. There is no inward path for the eye and mind to follow, only emptiness is
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found and" the viewer's attention is forced back onto the surface. I employ thi.s element in my

work to expose our desire for newness, and without a 'new layer to uncover, our desire for change

must be fulfilled by manipulating the surface.

Exposure of, and attention to, the surface layer or flesh of an object can create anxiety

between our notions of public and private spheres. The outer covering of the body is usually kept

under wraps, in private, away from public consumption. This is especially true when looking at

the traditional female representations in western culture. Fashion & cultural studies writer,

Rebecca Arnold comments on the effect that skin exposing garments can have on the behavior of "

women:

...garments which smack of explicit sexuality present greater problems as these relate

directly to our hidden desires, to the act of sex itself, not things one should parade in

public. The message put across to women reflects the eternal conflict between the need to

appear sexually attractive and being condemned for adopting too obvious an approach to

achieve this goal... To moralists in the twentieth century, as in earlier periods, such images"
denote the loss of all sense of boundary between the private and the public. a condition that
has led to a breakdown in values, the body, especially the female body. being held in

contempt as a result of its constant exposure.to

Surfaces are therefore becoming a site for moraljudgement, but the line between appropriate and

inappropriate is difficult to decipher. Flesh can represent pleasure and seduction, but morally

there are limits to how far the display of sexuality can be taken. Fowl Chic. plays with the

boundaries that exist between appropriate and inappropriate use of flesh. The wax replicas of

roasting chickens are positioned into sexually provocative positions. They are nude and lifeless,

frozen in time so that every pore of their flesh can be scrutinized. We may be familiar with

" viewing women in this type of position, but less so when it comes to roasting chickens. The

sculptures expose how we have become desensitized to seeing women as objects of pleasure.
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Viewing a provocatively posed woman and viewing a provocatively posed chicken involves

gaining pleasure from the same visual stimuli: smoothness, softness and subtle varianon in

texture and shape. The confusion in the meaning of the images creates anxiety in the viewer,

especially since the viewer expects that the sexuality of the bird expired with its life. But when

sexuality remains, and is displayed in a way that mimics the sexual posing of a woman, the

sculptures create an uneasy relationship between appropriate and inappropriate erotic depictions.

Once the power of surfaces is acknowledged, appearance can be manipulated to control

pleasure. Surfaces are created; they are thought out and designed to meet our functional and

aesthetic needs. They can operate as an exterior display of identity, communicating to others who

we want to be perceived as. Surface appearance does not have to display inner truths. It is a layer

upon which fantasy can take place, giving us the power to control the construction and

interpretation of our identities. Therefore, appearance is used as a communication tool to point to

preferences in taste and aesthetic identification, ultimately facilitating social interaction. Outer

surfaces should not be regarded as only a layer covering up a truth, but as a quality that can aid in

our understanding of the social dynamics of modem society.

Fashion plays a large role in how we decide to style our appearance. In our modem

society it is used as a way to experience fantasy and flirt with fictional identities. Fashion and

trends can supply us with examples of style to appropriate or abandon. It can make us feel

welcome or rejected, and it can even represent individualism and conformity at the same time.

Fashion is comprised of many contradictions which is what makes it fascinating, bringing up so

many questions about what role it plays in our culture. What inspires one and not another to
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embrace a trend? Is the decision based purely on aesthetics, or do "use" and "pleasure" also play

a role?

Swiss artist Sylvie Fleury is someone who identifies with the dictates of fashion and,

through her art, investigates the role of the fashion follower. Fleury works in the tradition of

artists who appropriate elements that come from the non-artistic universe. She has been described

.as playing with the objects that she covets, such as displaying ''women's luxury consumer goods,

as ready-mades, into the art context - everything from black-and-gold Chanel cosmetics

, packages, Coco 1990, to photographic enlargements of the covers of glitzy fashion mags, to a

spacious installation with soft pile carpet, stylish seating and countless designer shoes and

shoeboxes/'u Fleury is injecting significance into the objects that fashion her daily life. She

follows the current trend of chat shows, and reality television programs that expose the intimate

details of a person's existence. What was once private now becomes public in hopes of

understanding the construction of individual identities. With her work, Fleury places significance

on the objects and aspects of our lives that were once perceived as frivolous. Now all lifestyle

choices playa role in shaping our individuality.

Sylvie Fleury focuses on the extent to which fashion shapes our identity. She plays with

the power fashion holds over the perception of identity, recognizing that fashion both hides and

accentuates the private self. Fleury herself has even become part of her work. Almost every

article that I have come across on the artist describes the presentation of her before the

presentation of her art. She has been described as "expensively well-dressed, radiating a luxury

that is like something from the advertising world come to life,"12 and as a self-proclaimed

"fashion victim."13 It isn't quite clear whether Fleury is really a fashion victim but, through her
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work, she plays a convincing role as a passionate shopper. She injects significance into

trivialized objects by positioning them in the public realm of the male domain. She displays

Kelly bags as art objects in the gallery, giving the historical image of the ready-made a feminine

angle. Feminine qualities even become a part of the military, when she paints missiles in the

same popular shades as lipstick. Her work questions why "there are countless works of art that

legitimize male pleasures, but there are hardly any that celebrate the indulgences of women in

like manner."14

I also indulge in the fantasy of being surrounded by glamorous objects. I daydream of

how to combine all of my aesthetic needs into an object that I use. I observe my relationship with

my surroundings, especially my relationship to the animals I live with and imagine an object that

would better this relationship. My feline hairnet sculptures are a result of this process. They are

assembled like expensive garments, made out of the finest quality of leather and fur. Each hairnet

is perforated, slashed or woven, resembling a kind of empty mesh bag that expands to fit the

wearer. The gaps in the garments allude to our uneasiness with viewing exposed flesh. The cat is

not really meant to wear a leather mesh bag as apparel, but the fantastical objects comment on the
.

morality of consumption. I want it to be obvious that in our culture, fashioning life to this extent

is seen as frivolous behavior.

Excess is pointed to through the use of custom garments. I create unique fashions for a

specific purpose. I see the needs of the animals in my life as important as my own, and I use my

personal aesthetic to create garments, implements and prosthetics to satisfy both of our wants.

My desires are met by using all of the luxurious material and detailing that is utilized in creating

haute couture, while the animal benefits from human attention and by receiving some of the
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living needs that it might require, like special grooming tools and customized sleeping '.

arrangements. I find that by focusing my stylization onto useful objects, I experience less guilt for

being interested in fashion. I see functional objects as existing in the male domain, and

fashionable objects as existing in the female domain. So to persuade myself that my interests are

more significant I choose to impose the decorative onto the functional, ultimately in hopes of

breaking down the barrier that exists between them. Much like the way that Sylvie Fleury makes

the culture of the male domain her own by customizing it She chooses to do it by spray painting

missiles in lipstick tones, and I choose to do it by adding luxurious details to useful items.

All of the objects and images included in Pet-a-porter are intended to display luxury

and fantasy. They are meant to go beyond the cultural morals of constrained consumption and

exist as possibilities thai could fulfill our :rilaterial desires. Each artwork employs elements of the

fashion industry because fashion "demonstrates clearly that morality is not a set of fixed

absolutes stating a monolithic culture's unchanging standards of acceptability, but, rather,

constantly shifting beliefs that can be moulded and challenged to reflect the myriad social and

cultural groups of western culture.t'is To emphasize how we construct communities based on

common ideas of appropriate appearance, I intentionally use combinations of objects that are

confusing in their cultural affiliation. The art is formed out of the style that I developed from my

urban and rural environments. This is done by implying that the objects are functional, while at
.

the same time existing as art objects that are meant to be admired and not used. This

juxtaposition is important to me because it displays how we can interpret meaning from the

appearance of an object alone. Even though the real clue to my identity lies in the function of the

object, judgements on my identity are based more on appearances.
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With the work I also want to speak about the power of belonging to an aesthetic
.

.

community. As I mentioned in the introduction, I grew up somewhere between two modes of
I

taste. I tried to be a resident of both by developing my style from the aesthetic values of both

worlds. This may explain why I am interested in the transitory place that exists between

fashioning-life as an individual and fashioning-life as part of a community. The objects and

images that I use are objects that aid in the transformation from outsider to insider. On the farm,

breeding cattle for show introduced me to a new aesthetic community. Therefore the tools I used

to transform the appearance of my steers have become incorporated as imagery in my work.

While in the city, my aesthetic relationships were formed through a common interest in

decorating the body and the home. This is why I employ the styles and techniques of fashion in

my sculptures, for fashion can function as a vehicle for transforming the self and interpreting

others. In both environments biases are formed on the surface. On the farm, it is appropriate to

fashion the appearance of those things which help the farm to function, while in the city styling

appearance can go beyond function into the realm of fantasy. I want to emphasize with my work

that groups place judgements on each other because of appearances. My rural community would

disagree with examples of excessive ornamentation, while my urban community would look

down on the utilitarian style of living in the country.

I employ the use of materials that can be manipulated in a way that challenges our ideas

of appropriate appearance. Every artwork is made out of a malleable material, like leather and

wax. Both of these substances can be molded into a new form which changes the meaning of the

original substance. With wax, I am able to replicate and preserve surfaces at the same time,

ultimately creating a stable, valuable object out of a substance which was once insignificant and
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temporal. The sensual" tactile qualities of the wax, create the allusion of a prized possession,

even though the object itsejf may be mundane. Leather can evoke similar reactions in behavior.

In fashion, leather is perceived to be a luxury good, and is therefore worn as a symbol of

affluence. The appearance of the surface layer can give clues to appropriate types of moral

behavior. Pet-a-porter comments on how the construction of our visual identity is directly related

to our morals. By manipulating our moral perceptions surrounding death, sexuality and

decadence, I am able to create fantastical worlds of different surfaces. These surfaces can either

facilitate inclusion or exclusion, depending on the viewer's moral behavior. My work does not

try to establish some morals as right and some morals as wrong, but only to have people question

how image and morality can affect the construction of identity. Pet-a-porter points to the

foundation upon which individual and group identity is formed. The work exposes how the

appearance of identity is transformable and how communities can develop out of recognition of

similar tastes and desires.
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1 Megan Dickie ' 12 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #1,2002, Wax Fowl Chic #6 [top], 2002, Wax
33cm x 22cm x 17cm 21 em x l7'Cm x 19cm

2 Megan Dickie 13 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic # 1 (back), 2002, Wax Fowl Chic #7 (top), 2002, Wax
33cm x 22cm x 17cm 30cm x 22cm x 12cm

3 Megan Dickie 14 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #2, 2002, Wax Fowl Chic #8 (top), 2002, Wax
35cm x 15cm xl Scm 33cm x 27cm x 18cm ' ,

"
. '

4 Megan Dickie 15 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #3, 2002, Wax Fowl Chic #9 (top), 2002, Wax
40cm x 30cm x 22cm 34cm x 18cm x 15cm

_'

5 Megan Dickie'
.. �

"

Fowl Chic # 4, 2002, Wax .-

16cm x 19cm x 18cm
_

6 Megan Dickie
. '"

"

Fowl, Chic #5, 2002, Wax
27em x 17em x 16cm

....;.:
-

.'

7 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #6, 2002, Wax � ...

_,'

"

Zl cm x 17cm x 19cm . �.'" ,

��.' .

- '

•-:� /P
,-

8 Megqll Dickie
"

Fowl Chic #6 (side}1 2002, Wax
21cmx17cmx19cm

-

9 Megan Dickie
'

.

"

Fowl 'Chic #7, 2002, Wo,x.
30cm x 22cm x 12cm

.

",

10 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #8, 2002, Wax
33crn x 27em x 18cm -.

",

11 Megan Dickie
Fowl Chic #9, 2002, Wax
34cm x 18cm x 15cm '

,
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16 Megan Dickie Pet Attendanfs:
'

25 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
tender skin rubdown glove, 2002, instruments used to keep a calf
leather & wax, arm size 40cm x Bcm (ribbon) inkjet prints in wax, approx.

.'
B4x63x5cm

17 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: .'

tender skin rubdown glove, 2002.1 26 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
leather & wax, arm size 40cm X 8cm instruments used to keep a calf

"

(bottle) inkjet prints in wax, approx.
1B Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: lick & 63x30x5cm

groom tongue brush 2002, leather,
wax and dye, arm size 40cm x Bcm 27 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:

instruments used to keep a calf
19 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: lick & (halter) inkjet prints in wax, approx.

groom -tongue brush 2002, leather, B4x63x5cm
wax and dye, arm size 40cm x Bcm

2B Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:·
20 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: care instruments used to keep a calf

free pocket pets 2002, leather, wax (brush) inkjet prints in wax, approx.
& fur 63x30x5cm
arm size 40cm x Bcm ;

....

.'

/
.

29 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
21 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: care instruments used to keep a calf,

free pocket pets 2002, leather, wax (bell) inkjet prints in wax, approx.
& fur B4x63x5cm
arm size 40cm x Bcm

30 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
22 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: instruments used to keep a calf

rubbing wand 2002, leather, wax, (tagger) inkjet prints in wax,
fur& dye approx.63x30x5cm
orm size 40cm x Bcm

..

31 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
23 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: no instruments used to keep a calf

more knots separating fingers, (weigh tape) inkjet prints in wax,
leather & wax approx.B4x63x5cm
arm size 40cm x Bcm

:

32 Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
24 Megan Dickie Pet Attendants: no instruments used to keep a calf

more knots separating fingers, (trophy) inkjet prints in wax, approx.
leather & wax B4x63x5cm
arm size 40cm x Bcm

3� Megan Dickie Preparing Huey:
instruments used to keep a calf

(spray) inkjet prints in wax, approx.
63x3Ox5cm



34 Megan Dickie ., 44 Megan Dickie
Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002 Garments to prevent the dispersion
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S of cat hair, 2002, rabbit skin

89x25x15cm
35 Megan Dickie

Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002 45 Megan Dickie
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S Garments to prevent the dispersion

of cat hair, 2002, leather
36 Megan Dickie 92 x 58 x l8cm

Pet-e-porter exhibition view, 2002
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S 46 Megan Dickie

Expands to fit cuddling lap, 2002
37 Megan Dickie leather on plastic armature,

Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002 1 05x68x55cm
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S

47 Megan Dickie
38 Megan Dickie. .

'. Expands to fit cuddling lap, 2002

Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002 leather on plastic armature,
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S 1 05x68x55cm

39 Megan Dickie 48 Megan Dickie
Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002 Expands to fit cuddling lap, 2002
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S leather on plastic armature,

.

105x68x55cm
40 Megan Dickie

.,

Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002
Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, U of S

.

41 Megan Dickie

Pet-a-porter exhibition view, 2002
Gordon Snelgrove Gall�, U of S

.
- j

42 Megan Diekie
Feline Hair Hides: Garments to

prevent the dispersion of cat fur.
2002, leather & fur, installation

43 Megan Dickie
Garments to prevent the dispersion
of cat hair, 2002, leather, 300 x 26
x 26cm
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